Libs Elliott’s ELECTRIC DIAMOND

A Foundation Paper Piecing Pattern  
size: 10” & 6” Square  
skill level: Advanced Beginner

This pattern was created in collaboration with Libs Elliott using her Electric Diamond logo. It is designed for the advanced beginner with some paper piecing experience and includes the pattern for a single gem in 10” and 6” square sizes. You will find diagrams for coloring and noting fabric placement, as well as scaling information for creating additional gem sizes. Please read through the entire pattern before beginning. Please share your projects with #electricdiamondpattern, #libselliott and #sariella!

Pattern Pieces & Assembly

This pattern has eight sections labeled A through H. There are two block sizes, 10” and 6” square. You will find the pattern pieces on pages 3 - 7 labeled with the block size and section letters. Print all pattern pieces for the block size you are making at 100% and check the 1” scale block for accuracy. A 1/4” seam allowance is included around each section and indicated by the outermost dashed line. Trim your paper pattern pieces outside of this line.

Foundation piece each section and trim to the 1/4” seam line.

Assemble the sections in the following order:
Piece B to C, add D, add A, set aside. Next piece E to F, add G, then add H. Piece the top and bottom halves together.
NOTE: For sections A, G & H that do not require piecing, you can use a glue stick or sew a basting stitch in the outer seam allowance to hold your fabric in place.
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**Pattern Scaling**

Print the 10” pattern pieces at the following percentages to create the noted finished block sizes:

- 50% = 5” finished block
- 70% = 7” finished block
- 80% = 8” finished block
- 90% = 9” finished block
- 110% = 11” finished block
- 120% = 12” finished block
- 130% = 13” finished block
- and so on!

**A FEW NOTES:** When scaling the pattern larger or smaller, the 1/4” outer seam allowance on the pattern will no longer be accurate. Simply ignore the outermost dashed line and trim your sections 1/4” past the outer solid lines using a quilter’s ruler. Also, when enlarging the pattern, you will need to print on larger paper (such as 11x17) or piece the pattern sections together.

**Helpful Tutorials**

Below are two tutorials we recommend for those who are new to paper piecing:

- [Foundation Paper Piecing Tutorial](http://www.cassandramadge.com/2015/10/07/foundation-paper-piecing-tutorial/)
- [Tutorial Video](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xv2gKMx9CCM)

**Check the hashtag**

#electricdiamondpattern on Instagram and Facebook for inspiration!

**TERMS OF USE**

This pattern is for personal use and may not be copied or distributed. You may sell handmade items made from this pattern under these conditions:

- Item must be sewn by you on a small scale only
- No mass production of any sort is allowed
- Credit for the pattern must be given as Libs Elliott and Sariella

**Featured fabrics:** Tattooed and True Love by Libs Elliott for Andover Fabrics.